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with an idea made
visible, made real,
made alive.
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Like
giving birth to a child after labour,
like enjoying your bleeding tattoo,
like the calm after the storm,
like drying your hands after washing
the dishes...

The whole point is to see things from a
different
perspective,
a
surprising
one,
surprising, in a way that's new to the mind, a new
flavor, one that tackles intelligence, intelligence
without
words,
without
sentences
or
paragraphs,
intelligence that can be described in no word, like an orgasm,
can an orgasm be described ?

the wild thing about this country is that everyone thinks he/she is a rockstar..
Ode to a woman (pt.2)
human or divine?
the dividing line,
between the golden child and
pride,
impatience and peace of mind,
intolerance and a genuine smile...

don't tell me of the inside
let me believe it is as bright as all can
see...

tell me of the self you love so much
that hollow thing you call your life
one you adore to such an extent
you walk on corpses to get what you want...

see behind the veil,
what lies in disguise
a masquerade,
an electric light bulb hanging naked in the
night...

tell me of your humanity,
one that is weak and futile,
your conspiracy,
the wink of an eye...

tell me of your passion if you have any,
the secret behind your smile
the nothingness in your mind,
your stupidity and your lies...

tell me of your daring,
your honor and pride,
dissolved into nothingness
shameless,
with nothing and everything to hide...

and

the shiny exoskeleton, reflecting fashion and
charm
the polished exoskeleton of the soul, reflecting passion and fire
just a facade...
covering an interior of a mushy liquid
a jumble of emotions and ideas,
borrowed attitudes,
borrowed time...

colors

can you tell me of the twinkle in the eye,
the spark that out of nothing alights
and behind which nothing resides...

and

everybody is a soul searching in a soulless world.. a world ruled by social
standards, social opinions, social measures of what gives value to the self.
the self torn in two, every individual is born into two worlds; it’s like having
one leg in society and social rules, and the other leg in the universe of the self.
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with lines and curves

"can you tell me of the inside?
is it as bright as all can see?"

alright.
what next?
another cycle....

and the ﬂowers,
and the storms...

look at it: the ‘i’ is a vertical line,
an axis around which all cycles orbit,
cycles of wellness and cycles of illness,
the days and the nights,
the winters and the deserts,
the summers and the springs,
and the fountains....

a Chicken?
a Crocodile?
definitely a Cat!
in her mind Crazy,
again is a cycle,
and her presence Colorful…
life is a cycle,
how about I meet her for 'Coffee'
everything in life is a cycle,
sometime soon, when she Can,
day and night,
or go for lunch and have some Crab,
the repetitive change of season,
and Cuddle on the way back…
the cycle of the tide,
in the Car,
the list is endless...
in the Corner of a bar,
on the Cold floor,
a cycle,
on hot Cement…
a spiral,
let's Climb a mountain,
an orbit,
and at the edge of a Cliff,
an orbit around an axis,
ride a flying Comet…
an axis,
Cut the Crap, Come
the axis is the self,
Closer…
the i
stop.
again,

Consciousness,
Comically Cool like a Cucumber,
Chemically Condensed Calm,
C stands for Coward
she also stands for Clever,
reality, is a metaphor.
a Concubine,
Celestial…
a metaphor is a story,
she is also Cunning and Corrupt,
a story is mental,
poisonous like Cyanide,
what’s mental is ﬁction,
deadly like a Cobra…
ﬁction is imaginary,
in bloom she can be Cyan blue,
imagination comes from thoughts,
Crimson red,
thoughts come from others,
and Chrome yellow…
others come from the same pool we come
at home she can be Cosy,
from, the pool is the mind,
a red Carpet,
a Cover…
the mind as an engine,
in life she can be Correct,
an engine with a reservoir,
elegant and Caring,
a reservoir of thoughts,
and for love always Craving…
she knows how to Caress
thoughts from the air,
in her attitude Commanding,
the air is space,
in her manners Charming,
space is void,
and her qualities Captivating…
the void is never empty,
sometimes Careful,
emptiness is fullness,
sometimes Careless…
fullness is lack of space,

Some things don't change .. but also, all pleasures are in the mind. they
start there, happen there, and end there .. So, what happens in the
mind? Everything .. a point of view can change your life .. it drags
with it certain reactions, corridors of behaviour.. ideas shape lives ,
what are yours ?
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bitches with stitches
modern day witches,
seeking
undeserved riches,
little snitches
turning switches...

flesh, under the skin,

r.

“no it ain’t otherwise,” cries
the wise ass to the fool,
cries the wild dog to the
pet, cries the screwdriver
to the screw...
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it can’t.

idea made flesh, in the

or,

of course, how can it be
otherwise?

flow - like water,
curl - like a river,
float - like mist,
a state of mind from a body
knotted in a twist...

where do we go from here?

After
every darkness comes a reward,
a certain sunlight that
washes away,
all the anger causing hurt,
and all the hurt causing anger,

this time, a rebirth with an

mirr

are you just an image in
my mind?
tainted by whatever ideas
thru which i see you? and
different ideas (like coloured glass) thru which i see
myself, the world? and yet
totally different tinted
ideas thru which u see me
too?

a rebirth in color and form

its

r

the 60’s were a celebration
the 70’s a repression
the 80’s were the start of a rebellion
the 90’s were rebellion
the 2000’s were a deception
the 2010’s are a reaction, thru decadence, to the deception
of the past decade and a vain attempt to revive the rebellious spirit of the 90’s…

an age of constant abuse,
radical misuse,
with little or no time to refuel,
such pain to endure,

who made who?
who made you?

birth, and the pain of rebirth.

and

what is to rewind?
the past is gone,
and today belongs to it as well,
the present and what it presents,
is all for the taking,
for the making,
for the waking...

this world gone mad,
a dream turned bad,
running after more,
in the ways of a whore..
what a bore!

the dividing line, between
what’s real and what’s
unreal, the inter-changing
nature that flows between
the two ever posing the
riddle of who is who...

pain, pain like everything in life,

ove
is l

such bliss,
to disconnect, to reconnect,
to express, to overflow,
in silence, in existence,
about life and a career,
sweating in the sun,
years burned chasing what's not
real,
painting shades of black
another pay check, another year,
one more wrinkle, one more tear...
on a white canvas,
flying with Tannhäuser,
luck is the marriage of opportunity
with being ready,
expecting the unexpected...
and being ready is in the mind,
and the unexpected happened!
what is left behind?

you can make real, make real with
the pain of birth and of giving

eed
we n

about days and thoughts,
past and likes,
dislikes and colors,
dreams and schemes and visions,
red, blue, and pale green,
sharp, curved, and everything
in between...

running blind on broken legs,
reaching out to touch what can’t be held,
moments streaming by like rivers in the sand,
no longer grasping at the things that went out of hand…

and we forget that we are creatures living on a rock floating in space,
such a tiny rock in the immensity of the universe,
and yet, to each of us, the universe revolves around the self.

here’s a dream for you, one that

beauty is within,
it is in the word, and thought and action,
most of all it is in the intention...

all

what comes next is more interpretation:

illusion,
disillusion,
building castles in the wind…

the contrast that creates harmony
of sienna burnt tranquillity,
pale blue and golden yellow serenity,
side by side in complete affinity...

patience and temptation,
such a combination,
to prolong a situation,
regarding a destination,

to be one with the self,
a quest, a calling,
one with the universe,
slowly unfolding,
you
like a flower blooming,
and in every flower lies
the secret of life that never dies,
in a constant state of fine tuning...

come closer woman and don't pretend
that you don't see what is clear as day.

a ball of energy,
a fire undying,
in perfect synchronicity,
endlessly recharging from
an infinite well of hope
in the face of adversity...

flaming hearts in the mist,
collecting men on the list,
defying gravity with your elegance,
smiling brightly at every chance,

flow - like a melody,
ascend - in a crescendo,
sing - like the breeze that blows life
into the dying embers
under the strain of melancholy...

Ode to a woman (pt.1)
human or divine?
a fleeting whisper in the wind,
an impact upon first sight,
do you hide beneath your skin?

a fighter,
a survivor,
a firm believer,
on an infinite quest knowing no surrender
an adventurer seeking peace in a higher realm,
an achiever,
one who reconciles the many pieces of the self,
is one who intricately weaves the different threads of life
into a single harmony,
radiating light
from the core of an endless
dreamer...

No feeling is your permanent reality, no matter how intense it is. I say your permanent
reality is your endless search, your never ending stream of question marks, your
permanent reality is your constant state of waiting for a brighter sun alternating
between rewarding the self you carry and punishing it..

there's nothing like music and the smell of paint..

life is beautiful w

hen you're aroun

d beautiful peopl

e who mirror th

e beauty in you.

the machine is ongoing
, plodding ahead,
relentlessly stripping hu
manity of all hope,
binding it tight at the
throat shortening
the rope, while you float.
..

meeting you is like a bolt of blazing gold,
with so much warmth yet to unfold,
a reservoir of magic so bold...
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chasing shadows,
ideas in the mind, incarnate in others, an illusion, a mirage, a
fleeting glimpse of the divine, but the divine lives in the mind, we live
in the mind, ever seeking the divine, always tripping far behind
treading on aching feet, ever failing to cross the dividing line...

who made who? who made you? are you just an image in my mind?
tainted by whatever ideas thru which i see you? and different ideas
(like coloured glass) thru which i see myself, the world? and yet
totally different tinted ideas thru which u see me too? of course, how
can it be otherwise?

the dividing line, between what’s real and what’s unreal, the
interchanging nature that flows between the two, ever posing the
riddle of who is who...

it can’t.
“no it ain’t otherwise,” cries the wiseass to the fool, cries the wild dog
to the pet, cries the screwdriver to the screw...

today’s trip in the mind, loud and fast riding the hot track, the 90’s are back, metal in the blood, insanity
peeling the asphalt, tires burning the ground, getting high off the sound, rebellion in the head, like a
hunger that’s never fed, see where it bled, see where it was cut by the knife, make sure it’s never half a
life... do you know that it's time to lose your mind?

WE ARE HERE FOR THE FIRST TIME
DBAYEH Festival - 2014 - Graffiti on canvas Size: 3m x 5m - Paint: Urethanes - Time: 6 hrs.

ok i’m fucked up in a way mad, i don’t know
what normal is, i’m all fire, for you, and
still i am at the thought of you…

23.08.07
– Used and abused, crumpled, bent out of
shape, expired trashed, distorted. scarred and
marred.... what then? what then?? go back to a
fuller state?
virgin in the mind, untouched, unscarred...
untouched by what? – untouched by
knowledge and life.
But there is no knowledge without life! – true
knowledge is observing life...

is there life without knowledge? – in the
absolute sense, all kinds of life have a certain
form of knowledge.
What do you mean? – I mean, even the most
trivial forms life hold a form of knowledge.
does that knowledge include instinct? – yes
and, habits and fears..ways of killing time.
why kill time? – you kill it before it kills you.
how do you kill time?

– by making a record out of it. like a diary? –
yes, you make a diary of your achievements.
what do you call an achievement? – it means
surpassing yourself.
how is that done?
– dedication, passion,
setting goals for yourself and reaching them.
what about circumstance?
– unfortunately, not all circumstances are
always favourable at the same time...

The Parking Man Series - 2013 - Photography & Photoshop - Giclee prints limited to 8 per
piece - various sizes - signed and numbered. More on the website.

@ CASSINO - 2014 - DECADENCE - Aibrush Graffiti on Brick: 18m x 5m.

what do you do then? –
you
compensate,
you
work your way around
them, and sometimes you
turn a bad circumstance
into a favourable one...
easier said that done! –
practice makes perfect...
what do you do with a
crumpled 7up can? – it
resembles your life..
my life? – your life, your
self: Used and abused,
tired,
pale,
empty,
defeated, set back, stuck

@BIG SHOT - HAMRA - 2011 - 2PAC & BIGGIE - Airbrush
Graffiti on concrete: 4m x 4m - Time: 14hrs.

in your place, no dream, no hope, everything
washed away...counting the days on your
fingers, looking for trivialities to make you
forget, to add some color to your grey...
But this can't be! – somehow, someway, it is
so...
how do you know? – I read. what do you read?
i read the way you speak and go through your
days.
what about you? – Just like you, I am the
crumpled can.
what do you do about it? – I paint it with an
idea…
an idea? – yes
what do you mean, an idea? – Ideas are lethal
weapons... ideas define a way of life.
where do you get these ideas from? – ideas are
floating around you everywhere you go..
what do you do? – you grab some of them, and
some of them are handed down to you...
who hands them down to you? – parents, tv,
social media, school....
and do you live out your life based on
those ideas? – there is nothing else to do in
this life, but follow the set of ideas you set
for yourself.

@SNUG PUB - 2014 - Killing Time: She wanted it to stop but it kept on comin' - Size: 6m x 3m - Acrylics on Canvas - Freehand painting.

does that make you feel content? – well
that depends on the nature of my ideas...
and the cost? – very dear.
is it worth it? – it is worth every tear in your
bare hands...
here's an idea: live with passion in every
detail of your
day, even if it
doesn't reward
you instantly, it
surely
will
s o m e h o w
along the way.
as long as you
stick to it, it
sticks to you..

we are
discoverers
of the self
and the
world,
how can
we judge
when we
are here to
learn?

if one
is not
a rebel,
then
how can
one
evolve?

we are doomed
to die, we
cannot rebel
against our
own biology but
we can rebel
against our
state of
living, our
condition, our

YOUTUBE: CONVERSE- WALL TO WALL- BEIRUT - 2012 - 25meters x 2.8 - Enamel on concrete - Time: 14 hrs.

So you want to get a tattoo, and you don’t
know what you want. you want it to be
unique. you want to be different. you want
to feel special. but you have no clue what
to get...
here’s

one:

if

you

want

something

Venus interrupted - 5m x 2m - Urethanes on canvas.

it could be a number
or a date; a time to
remember time, to
remember to go slow
cause life burns too
fast, to remember
kindness when we
are strong, and to
remember strength
when we are weak,
to remember to ride
on and not look
back.
to finally understand
that nothing in life is

it’s an everchanging state of mind

Today we are lost in our own created world, Trying to find a
meaning here and there, Outside and inside, We are a hungry
world, Hungry to fill ourselves with what matters most, Oblivious to
the fact that what we lack is love, Love to ourselves, Not vanity, Not
ego, Love to the shining self that we are deep inside, That shining
self no one mentions, That shining self that we forgot, The world
has made us forget, This fast world...

state of
mind.

meaningful to you, well obviously it has to
be meaningful to you and you alone.
what’s meaningful to you? something that
says something about you, something
that describes you perhaps, whatever it is
it has to be something that you relate to. it
could be a realistic picture or an
abstraction of a picture. It could be just a
line or simply a word, an animal, a flower
or a bird...

Isabellle - soft pastels on paper - Size: 35cm x 50cm

solid, that everything is transient and fluid,
and that time slips thru our fingers like
sand, that nothing is certain.
and nothing is constant,
everything shifts and moves, mountains
could crumble and shift like desert sand,
cities could disappear and new ones
appear. rock, metal, concrete and
everything material moves from one
state to another, all this gets old and
transforms, like our physical bodies, our
thinking, our beliefs, our understanding,
and even the way we react to life
changes over time...
the only solid certainty is death, and the
only hope is love, it is the only constant,
the constant that never changes, the
only constant that defeats time by
remaining unchanged in essence.
A tattoo defies time, it does not
change, it is the only material constant
that is a part of us that defies the
passing of time and age because it
represents an idea.
what
is
a
constant thing
about you? an
idea,
a
passion,
a
dream ?
a
simple
ornament
?
big,
small,
aggressive,
soft, detailed,
colored or just
black...?
what
suites
y
o
u
r
c h a r a c t e r,
w h a t
absolute
defines you
the
most?
how would
you defy the
passing
of
time?

Details of a Portrait - Acrylic & urethanes on wood panel Size: 66cm x 100cm

@SNUG PUB - Toilet door - Urethanes on wood.

shifting gears with the gears of time, to stay in tune inside out, to
balance the world with what's within, to hold the reigns of the
storm... then we charge on, into the next day and see how to win
over the self and redefine the outlines of our discipline...
@SNUG PUB - There are two sides to every story Urethanes on wood - Size: ٦٦cm x ١٤٠cm

@SNUG PUB - Toilet door - Urethanes on wood.
shifting from the absolute to
the minute, from the broad to
the acute, from the analysis of
the big, to the appreciation of
the small...
the piano and the flute, the
state of noise followed by the

Concept, text and design by Hady Beydoun. All articles and images herein are the personal opinion of the author. !WARNING! The ideas mentioned in this publication may
contradict with your current mindset, so please mind the gap. This newsletter is not copyright and reproduction of any part of it is allowed, spread the love.

mute, the
free
fall
carried by a parachute,
the grind made way for
the smiling muse, that
muse lies in the mind, an
idea, a thought, a dream for
the blind...
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